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Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) aims to identify management strategies 
(combinations of data collection schemes, analysis methods and harvest control rules) that are 
robust to uncertainty. MSE can be used to develop a management strategy for a particular 
fishery (often referred to as a management procedure), evaluate generic management strategies, 
and identify management strategies that will not work and should be eliminated from 
consideration.  
 
MSE involves many steps, one of which is to specify an operating model that represents the 
system to be managed and generates the data used by the candidate management strategies. 
Multiple, rather than only one operating model is often is used to capture uncertainty. The 
operating model is parameterized to represent various scenarios, which then form the trials on 
which simulations are based. The types of uncertainties represented in operating models can 
be divided into five categories: (a) process uncertainty, (b) estimation uncertainty, (c) model 
uncertainty, (d) observation uncertainty, and (e) implementation uncertainty.  The aim of an 
MSE is to focus on the key uncertainties, and MSEs often divide the trials into a reference set 
and a robustness set, with most of the focus being on the reference set, which would be the 
trials used to select a management strategy for actual implementation. It is best practice to (a) 
consider a range of uncertainties, which is sufficiently broad that new information collected 
after the management strategy is implemented should generally reduce rather than increase this 
range, (b) include trials for each potential source of uncertainty, (c) consider the need for spatial 
structure, multiple stocks, predator-prey interactions and environmental drivers on system 
dynamics, and (d) use Bayesian posterior distributions to capture the parameter uncertainty for 
each trial (if possible). 

The key broad sources of uncertainty that are known to impact the ability of management 
strategies to achieve the management objectives are the productivity of the resource, 
uncertainty in the data available for stock assessments, spatial structure, and non-stationary in 
the parameters of the operating model, perhaps due to climate-related factors. Implementation 
uncertainty, which results in fishers not behaving as expected given the management strategy 
can be the largest source of uncertainty in some cases, although this source of uncertainty can 
be hard to model.  

Most MSEs account for process uncertainty (e.g. variation in recruitment about an assumed 
stock-recruitment relationship) and observation uncertainty (i.e. uncertainty regarding stock 
status), although this not always the case. However, model uncertainty is seldom fully 
represented in MSEs, although identification of alternative operating models can be a 
substantial exercise and coding of many alternative operating models very time-consuming. 
This is particularly the case when the MSE includes ecosystem and social objectives. 
Nevertheless, MSEs are increasingly including technical interactions due to multiple fleets 
fishing a single stock as well as one or more fleets having bycatch of a non-target species. 
Biological interactions can be included in MSEs, but this can be very more complex because 
multi-species models often have very many parameters. This has led to operating models based 
on MICE (Models of Intermediate Complexity for Ecosystem Assessment), which can be fitted 
to data, and for which it is possible to conduct many sensitivity tests.  
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Other substantial challenges to MSE related to the design of the operating models and the 
selection of trials, include an over-focus on estimating uncertainty for a single operating model, 
parameterizing unlikely but plausible operating models, and how to weight alternative 
operating models when presenting outcomes to decision makers. 

 
Factors, whose uncertainty commonly has a large impact on management strategy 
performance, which should be considered for inclusion in any MSE (Punt et al., 2016: 
F&F 17:303-334). 
 
Productivity Data-related issues 
• Form and parameters of the stock-

recruitment relationship 
• CVs and effective samples sizes of data 

• Presence of depensation • Changes in the relationship between 
catchability and abundance 

• Extent of variation and correlations in 
recruitment about the stock-recruitment 
relationship 

• Changes in survey bias (fishery-
independent data) 

• Occasional catastrophic mortality or 
recruitment events 

• Survey and sampling frequency 

 • Ageing error 
Non-stationarity • Historical catch inaccuracy (bias) 
• Changes in the stock-recruitment 

relationship 
 

• Time-varying natural mortality 
(potentially a multispecies operating 
model) 

Outcome (Implementation) uncertainty 

• Time-varying carrying capacity (regime-
shift; linked to environmental variables 
or multispecies effects) 

• Decision makers adjust or ignore 
management advice 

• Time-varying growth and selectivity • Realized catches differ from TACs due to 
mis-reporting, black market catches, 
discards, etc. 

  
Other factors  
• Spatial and stock structure  
• Technical interactions  
• Time-varying selectivity, movement and 

growth 
 

• Initial stock size (unless it is estimated 
reliably when conditioning the operating 
model) 

 

 
 


